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Learning programming is difficult and it presents a great challenge for both students and teachers. The goal is to increase

success rate for novice programmers. Students lose their confidence and motivation when they encounter difficulties such

as programming environment, language syntax knowledge, problem understanding and debugging. Programming

languages are artificial and require high level of abstraction, which is not easy for young students. It is also common

knowledge that many adults have more difficulties with learning programming than children. In order to make the

difference, we introduced gamemaking course for university undergraduate novice programmers and examined the effect

ofmaking games on attitude andmotivation for elementary and high school children as well. The objective of using games

in this context is to make students learn something serious and difficult like programming while doing something fun like

making and playing games. Teachers with a strong understanding of the subject matter they teach are more likely to

produce successful students.
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1. Introduction

Research on learning and teaching, including edu-
cation itself, advanced along with the other changes

in society throughout the history. Development of

technology influenced industry job requirements,

which consequently affected education as well [1].

One of the common job requirements today is

computer literacy or fluency [2] which includes

more than basic skills on how to use computational

technology, it implies creative thinking supported
with technology.Computational thinking should be

considered as one of the fundamental skills for

students in 21st century (just like reading, writing,

arithmetic, etc.) [3], and programming should be the

skill that student must acquire [4]. However, there is

a trend of decreasing interest in learning computer

science [5], although there is the opposite trend in

job requirements [6].
Learning and teaching programming is often

considered difficult. Novice programmers quickly

lose motivation and give up. University introduc-

tory programming courses have high dropout rates

[7]. In order to address issues with learning and

teaching programming it is important to consider

three parts of learning and teaching process: (i) who

are the students, (ii) what we teach and (iii) how we
teach [8]. Students learnprogramming fromelemen-

tary school to university. Novice programmers of

different age have different skills, knowledge and

abilities, so learning and teaching programming

should be adapted accordingly. After defining

knowledge and skills suitable for students’ age

(what to teach), teachers should decide how to

teach. For example: which paradigm to choose
(object oriented or procedural), teaching strategy

or combination of strategies (problem solving,

projects, game based learning . . .). ‘‘What’’ and

‘‘how’’ at the university level are often affected by

industry job requirements, but for younger students

it should be adapted to their characteristics and

environment.

The use of technology, problem solving skills and
complex communication are some of the most

important requirements for future jobs [9]. Because

of that, programmers today are expected to be

creative. Educational requirements are also affected

since students growup surroundedwith technology:

computers, smart phones, video cameras, tablets

and other devices of digital age. Such students are

referred to as ‘‘digital natives’’ [10]. They prefer
learning throughplay rather thandoing ‘‘something

serious’’. Learning and teaching programming

often remains unchanged although students and

their learning environments are significantly differ-

ent. Students today have fast access to vast amount

of information; they have multitasking and visual

abilities and also want quick and frequent content

interactions. Those are characteristics of game-
based learning [11-13]. Such students think differ-

ently and often solve problems by ‘‘trial and error’’

method, while experimenting and researching [14].

There is not enough research on the influence of

game-based learning or gamification on learning
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outcomes [15]. Some research results show that

game based programming with storytelling

increased motivation for programming for girls in

high school [16]. Game-based learning might be the

interesting ‘‘buzzword’’ in recent researches but it is

important to carefully consider how to incorporate
it into educational process to avoid pitfalls [17]. We

should consider playing and designing games.

1.1 Computer games

Games in general are highly adaptable for different

technologies, and there are a large number of game

types such as: puzzles, logic games, strategies,
social, etc. [18]. From now on in the article, when

we refer to games we will consider computer games

since for the last four decades, computer games are

replacing traditional games [19]. There is no unique

definition of game, but there are different interpre-

tations of the concept [20]. Juul [21] defines two

dimensions of the game: game (rules of the game)

and player (game-player relation). Second dimen-
sion defines player requirements such as: rules,

outcomes, evaluation of outcomes, consequences

in the real world etc. [21]. Playing games increases

the hypothesis setting, testing and evaluation cycle

[22]. Very simple games become too easy and

boring, but too complex games tend to discourage

player.

Positive effects of the games include possible
development of useful skills and interest in game-

based learning and designing games for educational

purposes [19]. Games vary on primary function of

the game, whether it was developed with the pur-

pose of entertainment, learning or serious game.

Educational games should have third dimension:

knowledgewhich represents relation between player

and educational purpose of the game. Costikyan
defined the game simply as: ‘‘without a goal, it is a

toy’’, so according to that, game is actually ‘‘a toy’’

with the set of rules [23]. In order to keep the players

interested, game should also be fun. There is a

formal taxonomy which includes set of rules: sensa-

tion, fantasy (make-believe), narrative (good story

or drama), challenge (overcoming of obstacles),

fellowship (social aspect), discovery, expression
(self-discovery) and submission (game as past-

time) [24].

1.2 Programming

Learning and teaching programming presents great

challenge for students and teachers [25]. It is con-

sidered difficult for learning and understanding,

especially for novice programmers [26–28]. Many
children in elementary schools have negative opi-

nions of computer science [29]. Programming is

computer supported problem solving, debugging,

development of logic and computational thinking

which incorporates development of problem sol-

ving strategies (not necessarily in programming

area). Learning programming involves more than

just acquiring new skills and knowledge: students

practice what they learned and apply it on new

problems [30]. Although there are many researches
about programming, there is no unique or the best

method. As we already stated in the introduction,

one must consider: who, what and how to teach.

Some researches indicate there are different fac-

tors that influence success in learning programming

such as: students’ attitude, motivation and interest

[31]. Without consideration of different students’

interests, teaching programming might discourage
most of the students from pursuing further learning

in the computer science [32].

There is far less enthusiasm for programming

today than in 1970s and 1980s. Smart phones now

are more powerful than computers back in 1970s,

students grow up surrounded with different tech-

nologies and their expectations are different, also

programming is not so strongly dependent on
mathematics and mathematical abilities [33]. Pro-

gramming is often perceived as activity for smaller

part of the population. There are some factors that

influenced programming enthusiasm in negative

manner [34]: complex programming tools (espe-

cially difficult for children), activities and assign-

ments that did not match children’s interests and

debugging process was complex. Classic program-
ming environments such as BASIC are not visually

attractive for children and require syntactically and

semantically correct program. Since program

cannot run if it is not syntactically correct, very

often students focus more on learning syntax than

semantics [35].

Abstraction is the foundation of mathematics,

science and engineering. According to Piaget’s
theory of cognitive development, there are four

stages of human cognitive development: sensorimo-

tor (0–2 years), preoperational (2–7 y.), concrete (7–

11 y.) and formal operational stage (>12 y.), [36].

Research studies show that only 34 % of the

adolescents reach last stage, and results are not

much better for adults either [37]. The results

imply that schools should adapt curriculum to
students’ cognitive abilities, and encourage devel-

opment of abstract abilities. Children can learn

better about things that are tangible and accessible.

Combined with the experience, they gain ability to

understand abstract concepts, reason and general-

ize. Concrete experiences are the most effective in

the relevant context (real world situations) [14, 38].

Sometimes students simply recite terms which they
do not actually understand and teachers overesti-

mate students’ ability to understand abstraction.

Programming languages are artificial and require
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high level of abstraction as well as the programming

activity itself [39].

1.2.1 Introductory programming languages

Novice programmers need to learn concepts and
techniques, not a specific programming language.

However, one language should be chosen in order to

have the concrete experience. Some languages are

better suited than others in different aspects, and for

example, some authors recommend language with

simple syntax, quick feedback and support for

structured programming (referred to visually distin-

guishing block statements) [40]. Learning basic con-
cepts is the foundation for building more advanced

skills [41]. Very often, language choice does not

depend on pedagogical choices but instead on the

industry. For example, although programming lan-

guage LOGO might be good for novices at the

university level, most universities decide against it.

Papert developed LOGO guided by the principle

of thinking from concrete to abstract [42]. Students
write programming instructions and immediately

receive the result visually. Papert argued that pro-

gramming language should have low floor (easy

start), high ceiling (opportunity to create more com-

plexprojects)andwidewalls (engagementofstudents

with different interests) [34, 43]. The success of

LOGO inspired development of the whole family

ofLOGO-like languages thatproduced largevariety
of novice environments oriented on the turtle gra-

phics and geometry, for example: Scratch, Alice,

Greenfoot, GameMaker, Kodu, NXTG (Lego-

Mindstorms). Such languages are called: mini-lan-

guages [44]. They are small, simple and intuitive,

which is especially convenient for novice program-

mers. In most of mini-languages students control

maincharacterorsprite.Thecharacter canbevirtual
(such as turtle in LOGO) or real (Lego robot).

Visualizations have been used for long time in

computer science education as the important

approach for understanding abstract constructs

[41]. Visualization might help students to learn

some concepts better. Mostly, they are concerned

about algorithm animation and not basic program

structure and execution. Visual programming lan-
guages enable students to experience programming

from concrete to abstract. Difficult abstract con-

cepts are represented through concrete events and

concept visualization. Such programming lan-

guages provide aforementioned necessary inter-

action for digital natives, enable context

programming, and they are visually attractive.

Some of the visual programming languages have
visual representation of programming instructions:

Scratch [45] or its dialects (Snap! or BYOB [46]).

Programming instructions are in the form of puz-

zles, removing syntax issues. Novices find learning

syntax confusing and overwhelming which might

discourage them [47]. General-purpose languages

include constructs which are sometimes difficult

(because of abstraction) and although similar to

natural English language, they might have different

meaning.
Visual programming languages history goes back

to 1960s [48]. Since visual programming languages

field matured, some form of classification emerged,

and we will mention only two most interesting

categories: (i) purely visual programming lan-

guages, (ii) hybrid programming languages. Other

categories are not mutually exclusive. In pure visual

programming languages, the programmer works
with icons or other graphical representations in

order to create a program which is also executed

in the same visual environment. There is no transla-

tion in any form of textual language. Other impor-

tant category is approach of combining visual and

textual elements. It is noted that after some time

programmers overgrowvisual interface andbecome

more comfortable in writing complex programs in
textual form. Novice environments tend to remove

or simplify syntax and introduce visible immediate

results or motivating contexts (such as making

robots or games). By doing all that, it is possible

to attract wider audience into programming and to

allow students to focus on logic and structures [47].

Designers tend tomake such environments closer to

general-purpose languages, in order to make the
transition easier.

1.3 Game-based programming and learning

Programming languages mentioned above are

potential environments for making and playing

games. In order to connect learning programming

andplaying games, there is a natural idea of learning
programming while creating games. Students find

learning more interesting, and by shifting the focus

from learning syntax to semantic structure, students

are not even aware they learn problem solving,

debugging, and making scenarios; instead they

think they are simply making games. Encouraging

students to learn one thing while doing something

else Pauch called head fake [49]. Researches in this
area are often conducted in the summer camps or

clubs because there is nowide accepted school study

programmes including game-based learning [50].

There are many researches which showed how

computer games programming increases motiva-

tion, and that students learn programming concepts

through different environments, for example: using

Alice [51–53], Scratch [50, 54, 55] and Kodu [56].
Using these environments increases students’ com-

puter fluency [53] and by using Scratch as first

programming language students are learning basic

programming concepts [57].
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Longitudinal research was conducted in Finland

with students of age 12–16 years [58]. During three

years researchers monitored students who attended

one-week summer programming courses. Most of

the students pursued programming further and

their interest in computer science increased. Girl
students were equally interested as boys.

Research with undergraduate art students was

conducted during course of 3D game programming

[59]. The final result of the course was dozens of

games—team projects (teams consisted of 3–6 stu-

dents). They used tools such as Macromedia Direc-

tor, Flash, Java,Virtools andQuest3D.Gameswere

often better than those developed by computer
science students.

The study where teachers applied game-first

approach demonstrated that students acquired

basic programming concepts better, there was

decreased dropout rate in computer science and

increased overall satisfaction with learning [60].

1.3.1 Mediated transfer

Research studies show the increase of students’

problem solving skills while playing, as well as the

transfer of problem solving skills to different pro-

blems in the game, but it was difficult to transfer

them out of the game [61]. Curtis & Lawson found

moderate transfer of problem solving skills [62], but

it seems that transfer level was low [63].

There is a lack of mediated transfer or approach
where skills and knowledge acquired during gaming

should be transferred in the real world (like learning

programming concepts, which was actually the

objective of the research) [64]. There are two tech-

niques of mediated transfer: bridging (teacher helps

students to create the bridge from the context in

which programming concept was learned into other

contexts) and hugging (teacher creates learning
situation in which the transfer is expected). Teacher

should help with the transfer from the gaming into

learning outcomes. There is an example of study

conducted with the high school students and game

Crystal Island where students learned microbiology

concepts. They made notes of hypotheses and dis-

coveries acquired during game play [65].

Meta-analysis conducted on 17 studies empha-
sizes the necessity for teacher’s support during

concept transfer through different contexts [66].

Game-based learning will not replace the teachers.

Li & Watson present three approaches to game-

based learning of programming [67]:

� Authoring-based approach

� Play-based approach

� Visualization-based approach

In thefirst approach student’s learning activity is the

game development (based on constructivist theory).

Students get game assignment and maybe partial

implementation. The developed game is also stu-

dent’s reward. Partial implementation is usually

provided for students when programming environ-

ments are too complicated and it takes too long for

students to develop basic game structure before they
experience actual progress. Block based languages

such as Scratch, allow students to focus on the

problem solving instead on syntax errors. In the

play-based approach student develop programming

strategies to complete specific task or win. The

coding is the smaller part of the solution. Visualiza-

tion in this context only demonstrates code execu-

tion in visual context and students are not able to
create games or play.

Sometimes teachers expect too much from games

(that students will actually get all knowledge and

skills as expected). Regardless of the optimism and

high expectations from game-based learning some

authors noted there is a scarce of quality evidence to

support them [19]. Connolly conducted extensive

literature review on vast number of research papers.
Majority of the papers contained speculations on

the game potential, description of theories and

game development but there were no empirical

evidence considering impact on learning outcomes,

so those papers were discarded from further inves-

tigation. Subject area of the games in rest of the

papers was mostly concerned about entertainment.

There was some evidence that games designed with
entertainment purpose could be used in education.

Learning outcomes could be classified into two

categories: softer (emotions, motivation and atti-

tude) and harder (knowledge and skills acquisition).

In the next section we will explain the experience of

game-based learning with the elementary school

students, which was mostly oriented on softer

category of the outcomes. As stated before, game-
based learning is typically situated outside the class-

room. Some of the reasons are predefined curricu-

lums and lack of textbooks. High schools in Croatia

have diverse curriculums, and when programming

is concerned, it ranges from nothing to ‘‘hardcore

programming’’ in C. there is the intention of intro-

ducing game-based programming to high school

students as well, encouraged by the research
described in the next section. We argue that care-

fully implemented game-based learning of pro-

gramming is appropriate for novices of different

ages (from elementary school to university) regard-

less of the environment. The research described in

this paper was conducted with elementary and

university undergraduate students. Since we did

not have an opportunity to conduct the research
with high school students using visual program-

ming environment, we examined the literature to

provide a closer insight.
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1.4 Learning computer science concepts in high

school

Meerbaum-Salant et al. developed a set of Scratch-

based learning materials for middle school students

(similar age of lower high school grade students in

Croatia) and conducted research during school

hours. Since the course was not required by the

curriculum, authors considered that some students
and teachers were probably not committed enough

[57]. Middle school students should be provided

with the learningmaterials but the routine textbook

is not adequate for Scratch since it is in the contrast

with the constructivist philosophy. The textbook in

this case is more like a guideline. Very often pro-

gramming courses and textbooks follow language

specific features. The authors follow principles:

� Teaching specific concepts instead language fea-
ture,

� Programming construct are introduced as

needed,

� Project-based presentation

� Visual appearance is optional

Research sample consisted of 9th grade students

(14–15 year), and authors used mixed analysis

(qualitative and quantitative), and also mixed taxo-

nomies (SOLO and Bloom). Students were intro-
duced to the concepts of loops and concurrent

programs very early. Type I concurrency occurs

when two sprites execute scripts in parallel, while

Type II concurrency occurs when one sprite exe-

cutes more than one script in parallel. The results

showed that most students were able to understand

computer science concepts although they had diffi-

culties with the concepts of initialization, variables
and concurrency.

Besides learning of computer concepts, Scratch

also influenced habits of programming [68]. Such

aspect was not expected during previous experiment

but students demonstrated two habits: bottom-up

programming habit and extremely fine-grained pro-

gramming which takes top-down approach to the

extreme (decomposing into very small logical units).
That seemed to be the side effect and the problem

with the habits is that they tend to be persistent.

Students used instructions in the way that seemed

natural to them, and the introduction of the sce-

nario-based programming should be considered

and prepared more carefully [69]. Teacher should

be aware of the students’ tendencies as well as

different design principles.

2. Research results

Appropriate programming language for young stu-

dents should be as simple as possible and preferably

visual since visual programming environment

encourages learning by exploration [68]. While

teaching programming to the elementary school

students in the past, we experienced difficulties

with text based programming languages such as

BASIC (6th grade students). On the other hand,
younger students had no problem solving more

complex assignments in LOGO. However, LOGO

programming language and assignments that stu-

dents are supposed to solve are also very much

connected with mathematics. For that reason, stu-

dents in this small study were presented with short

Scratch introduction, as part of the normal school

hours. The interest was more in affective results
because we were not able to differ much from

standard curriculum.

2.1 Elementary school students with Scratch

experience

The term informatics is often used in the Croatian

educational system instead of Computer science,
andwewill use it further in this article. TheCroatian

National Educational Standard (CNES) intro-

duced standard for learning and teaching infor-

matics as elective course from 5th to 8th grade in

elementary schoolswith the standard curriculum. In

the school year of 2005/2006, CNES elements were

experimentally introduced in 5% of elementary

schools in the Republic of Croatia, and next
school year (2006/2007), all elementary schools

had started implementing the CNES. Programming

is part of the curriculum (average of 13 school hours

per school year). School hour in Croatian educa-

tional system (elementary school, high school and

university) equals 45 minutes.

Students in Croatian elementary schools mostly

learn LOGO as the first programming language,
normally in lower grades from 5th to 6th and have

an opportunity to switch to BASIC or continue

learning LOGO (recently there is also emerging

trend of introducing Python). As we already stated

before, this approach of learning programming is

usually not the part of the curriculum, and therefore

we were obligated to adapt assignments and tests to

cover concepts students were expected to learn by
the CNES. Study was conducted on the sample of

24 elementary school students in the 7th grade (12–

13 years old). Students were given the assignments

to solve in Scratch instead of LOGO. There were 5

test assignments, and the results are presented on

the Fig. 1.

Two of the students were on different study

program and were excluded from these test results.
Assignments covered instructions for moving for-

ward, rotation, loops and nested loops. Assignment

1was simple recognition of instructions (remember-

ing category of the Bloom’s revised taxonomy [70],
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and since all Scratch instructions were in Croatian,

all students solved it. Students had more difficulties

with the assignment 4 (nested loops) and 5 (write

small program). 29% of the students had no pre-

vious programming experience, and 80% of stu-

dents stated they liked Scratch more. Some of the

students commented they liked block instructions

more since they did not need to remember instruc-
tions. They graded their preference for each pro-

gramming language with grades from 1–5 and

average for Scratch was 3.8, and LOGO 2.8.

It is important to note that informatics in Croa-

tian elementary and high schools is elective course

and if students are not interested enough or consider

it too difficult, they drop out and there are many

students that do not enroll at all. High school
students that enroll, mostly attend classes twice a

week for one school hour. Some schools teach

informatics only during one school year (first or

second year), and students learnmostly office appli-

cations (word editors, spreadsheet tables etc.) with

very little programming if any at all. As the result,

some students that attended informatics classes

might have at least a three-year gap before uni-
versity. Schools with ‘‘mathematics’’ in their title

teach four years of informatics with more program-

ming lessons and students from those schools are in

fact more successful in programming courses at the

universities.

Next part of this paper refers to the research we

conducted with the university undergraduate first

year students during their first semester.Motivation
for the research emerged from years of experience in

teaching undergraduate students during introduc-

tory programming courses at theFaculty of Science,

University of Split (FOS).

2.2 Scratch goes to higher education

First year students at the FOS have same problems
as most novice programmers, and most of them

enroll introductory programming courses as abso-

lute beginners. They are different based on their

study majors: mathematics (M), physics (P), tech-

nical science (T), informatics (I), engineering phy-

sics (eP), and also combinations (MI, PI, IT). All

students learn Python as their first programming

language. Python is well accepted with our students

ever since its introduction at theFOS [71].However,

approach of the game based learning was consid-

ered in order to increase motivation for novice

undergraduate programmers for one group of stu-
dents (I—studymajor in Informatics), but therewas

again a problem of programming language choice

and students’ lack of knowledge and skills. We

decided to use Scratch as visual and syntax-free

language, and later its dialect Byob (developed at

BerkleyUniversity). Byobwas a directmodification

of the Scratch source code and after it was com-

pletely rewritten, it is now known as Snap! project.
Research on the effect of game based learning using

Scratch and Byob with undergraduate students at

the FOS is actually ongoing research which started

at 2009 and during five years we monitored stu-

dents’ progress. Using programming environment

mostly considered for young students (elementary

and high school students) with the adults (under-

graduate students) might be considered unusual,
but we also inherited problems from previous

stages of students’ education and the question

was, why not? We expected to engage students by

making programming experience more fun and

accessible, and to make them more confident. The

problem is somewhat more challenging since stu-

dentswithmajor in informatics study to be teachers.

There are actually two introductory programming
courses at the FOS: Programming I (P1) in the first

semester and Programming II (P2) in the second

semester. In 2009 we introduced new course:

Advanced P2 lab for group I with major in the

computer science. Students learned Python as addi-

tional language, but although they found it inter-

esting, we noted that learning new syntax did not

help. Next year, curriculum was reorganized and
new course was introduced: IT Project 1 (IP1) in the

first semester along with the P1. During the course

IP 1 students learn programming while making
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games in visual programming environment. Each

lab assignment consists ofmaking small game.After

first year programming in Scratch (2009/10), stu-

dents found environment somewhat limiting andwe

switched to Byob because of its additional feature:

Build Your Own Block.

2.2.1 Data collection

Weconducted an ex post facto study, and type of the

selected sample was accidental [72]. Accidental

sampling is based upon convenience. During three

years (2010–2013) there were a total of 727 students

enrolled in the course P1 and 784 students enrolled

in the course P2. We focused on the students that
enrolled courses for the first time since they had no

previous knowledge of the course content. After

data refinement process, total of 510 students

remained. All students that enroll P1 also enroll

P2. Introductory programming courses, as already

mentioned, were enrolled by groups: IT, I, M, MI,

eP and PI. Comparison of the results for groups at

the FOS confirms that students with major in
mathematics have higher percentage of success or

pass rate (Fig. 2).

We focused our interest on groups IT and I since

studentswithmathematics as theirmajor hadhigher

success rates and groups with the major in physics

consisted of small number of students. Group I, it

was selected as an experimental group (introduction

of course IP1 as research variable) and IT as a
control group, selected retrospectively [72]. Col-

lected data included: high school grades average

(HSA), P1 grade (final grade), P2 grade (final,

midterm and final practical exam) and attendance.

Further data refinement reduced sample popula-

tion to 452 students since 57 students had missing

data (HSA). Finally, sample population used for the

experimental group I and control group IT con-
sisted of the 202 students through 3 years (6 seme-

sters).

Students in course P1 learn structured program-

ming, and we considered that students should be

more prepared for course P2 and introduction to the

object-oriented approach since Byob is object-

oriented and event-driven environment. While con-

ducting informal interviews with the random stu-

dents and observing their performance during first
year with Scratch, it was established that some of

them found the environment quite limiting and

expressed frustration. Those students were perspec-

tive with highest final grades on all three observed

courses. Next year, Byob was introduced and we

received no more such complaints, since students

were actually able to make their own blocks, but

after designing larger project the script area became
crammed with blocks. Students expressed the need

for text-based interface.

2.2.2 Data analysis

We set the null-hypotheses for the groups IT and I:

H1: There is no statistically significant difference in

the high school final grade average between the

control and experimental group.

H2: There is no statistically significant difference in

the P1 final grade between the control and experi-

mental group.

H3: There is no statistically significant difference in

the P2 final grade between the control and experi-

mental group.

First, we tested normal distribution on all variables
with Shapiro-Wilk W test. Test was conducted for

all three years combined and separately.

Since all the results for HS average variable were

normally distributed (p > 0.05), it was appropriate

to perform the T-test for groups IT and I. Grade

distribution for P1 and P2 fits power law distribu-

tion in accordance with previous research [73].

Experimental group achieved statistically signifi-
cant better results (p = 0.021), hence we reject

null-hypothesis H1 and conclude there is statisti-

cally significant difference between IT and I in the
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Fig. 2. Students that passed courses P1 and P2.



HS average. Data for the P1 and P2 grades were not
normally distributed, and consequently not appro-

priate for T-test, we performed nonparametric

Mann-Whitney U test. Both, H2 and H3 were

rejected (p < 0.05).

Further, we separated groups for each school

year and tested H1, H2 and H3 for IT and I in

each year. HS average was normally distributed. T-

test result for first year (p = 0.434), second year (p =
0.07) and third year (p = 0.12) showed there was no

statistically significant difference between groups I

and IT for each year.

Data for P1 and P2 grades was not normally

distributed and we conducted Mann-Whitney W

test with the results:

� First year: there is statistically significant differ-

ence between IT1 and I1 on both P1 (p = 0.045)

and P2 (p = 0.0002) grades, although small one

for P1.

� Second year: there is no statistically significant

difference between IT2 and I2 for P1 (p = 0.292)

and there is a difference for P2 (p = 0.012).
� Third year: there is no statistically significant

difference between IT3 and I3 for P1 (p = 0.073)

and there is a difference for P2 (p = 0.002).

Variables HS average and P1 grades were consid-
ered as initial testing. First midterm exam in P2

course consisted of C# console applications, and

final exam was based on graphical user interface

(GUI) development. Since GUI is event driven as

Scratch and Byob, results were more thoroughly

examined for year 2012/13. After data refinement
(considering attendance records as well), the same

hypothesis testing was conducted on small sample

(IT = 32, I = 34 students). T-test showed there was

no statistically significant difference in initial con-

ditions (HSA) between groups, and by Mann-

WhitneyU test, there was no statistically significant

difference in midterm console exam. The difference

was established in the final test results based onGUI
applications (p = 0.049).

In the next section, we will interpret the results in

more detail and conclude on the importance of

hypotheses testing.

3. Discussion

Most of the researches about game-based learning

or gamification in education have something in

common: increase in interest and motivation for

different age of students. Since we were able to
design the whole course in Scratch, the study with

the undergraduate students was more extensive.

The study investigated the influence of the introduc-

tion of game-based learning on the final grade of the

programming course in C#. During previous ana-

lysis it was established that experimental group

performed better in the course P2 than control

group when we observed each year separately, but
those differences were weak and students with

mathematics as theirmajorwere still better Students

in the course P1 learn procedural programming,

while Scratch and its dialect are event driven and
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object-oriented. Since course P2 is an introduction

to object-oriented programming, we consider IP1

and P2 more related to each other, which explains

reasons for slightly better students’ performance.

Interviews with the students during first year led us

to switch from Scratch 1.4 to Byob where students
were able to develop their own blocks. Further it

was established that better students were creating

more complex games and overgrew the visual envir-

onment with higher ambitions and interest. Weaker

students were not left behind and they gained more

confidence and still considered the course fun.

Undergraduate students study to become tea-

chers of informatics, and if they learn poorly, they
will be poor teachers to children that might even-

tually become undergraduate students at the

faculty. Someone must break out of the loop.

Positive experiences encourage us to think further.

With the introduction of Byob the demands on

students were slightly higher. However, we noticed

that although students for example, used events

with Scratch and Byob, they did not transfer the
experience on GUI applications programming and

although each sprite is actually an object with

attributes and actions capable of cloning (making

an instance), they did not connect those concepts

with classes and objects in C#. Consequently, we

focus future research plans on mediated transfer

teaching techniques from visual programming

environments andgame-based learning of program-
ming in Scratch 2.0 to the C# programming lan-

guage (Fig. 4).

We are developing the framework where students

will start learning programming while making

games in Scratch and transfer programs and learned

concepts inC#programming environment. Student

would be provided with the previously designed

game environment (some of the methods for Sprites
and its behavior used in Scratch 2.0), and they

would be able make similar games in C#.

4. Conclusion

Research on the related work demonstrates that

problem with the teaching basic programming

skills to undergraduate students is universal.

Approach with the introduction of the visual pro-

gramming environment in order to help novices is

often observedwhile dealing with children as novice

programmers, but the use Scratch or its dialects in

university courses is not uncommon. While experi-
menting with different versions of visual program-

ming languages during three semesters, we conclude

there is a positive influence on the object-oriented

introductory programming course P2. Game-based

learning for novice undergraduate students must be

expandable since students quickly outgrow initial

set of instructions (blocks), and the best of them

seem unable to further express themselves. Better
students tend tomakemore complex scripts that get

crammed in the script area and according to their

comments, they find it difficult to edit. They miss

textual environment with the ability to search

through code while considering visual environment

as ‘‘not serious programming’’. Students should be

able to advance further and simply continue their

work in some ‘‘serious’’ object-oriented program-
ming language such as C# which is used in the next

course P2. There is a missing link between Scratch

andC#sinceweaker students donot transferknowl-

edge or connect concepts they learned in Scratch

with the concepts they learn inC# (for example click

event for sprite inScratch is the sameconcept as click

event for button in C#). Students are often intimi-

dated by complex syntax and are not able to make
games as they did in Scratch. The idea (Fig. 4.) is to

create the environment that is able to transfer

programs written in Scratch 2.0 (in visual form) to

theC#programming environment (in textual form),

which would enable students to continue program-

ming in C# using the predefined set of classes and

methods that follow the text written on Scratch

blocks as much as possible (according to the C#
syntax). Suchnewand improvedvisual environment

closely connected to C# would provide them an

important head start and easier transfer to the over-

whelming set of classes and methods. Students

would be able to continue programming games

they started in Scratch during next course, but they

would do it in C# instead.
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